
Year Zero 

 

On a balmy December evening, a man received a visit from an old best friend. They hadn’t seen 

each other in a long time. As a gesture of camaraderie the friend presented the man with a 

calendar. It was a thoughtful gift. The visiting friend had moved to a tolerably exotic foreign land 

and had perhaps thought it would be a nice reminder of their bond over distance and maybe 

even be an enticement for an inter-continental séjour. The man thanked his friend warmly, and 

promptly poured them two more glasses of claret. 

Some days went by and it became the calendar's year, however the man did not take to his 

friend's gift. It contained twelve well-composed pictures of places and scenes that, although 

quite photogenic, he could only somewhat relate to in a vacation-slideshow sort of way. The 

descriptions were in a language with too many vowels, the holidays were indicated on the wrong 

days, and there was no available space to write, plan or note. It bothered him and he expected 

the year to be a bleak one. 

He left the gift in its polypropylene sleeve in a corner on a shelf in his living room. Occasionally, 

during a conversational lull, a visitor would carefully remove it from its sleeve and flip through 

disinterestedly. Sometimes they would enquire or comment; mostly they’d wordlessly put it back 

and away again. The seasons could be traced in the way it traveled through the inconveniently lit 

room. The man never touched it again. The year turned out fine. 

On the second day of January the man woke up and remembered something. His posture 

relaxed as he lit his last cigarette, took a deep drag, held it, and exhaled slowly. He stubbed it 

out, got up and threw the calendar, still in its sleeve, away. The man turned around and turned 

on the kettle. 
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